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Abstract. Network Mobility (NEMO) is concerned with managing the mobility 
of an entire network and included one or more Mobile Routers (MRs) which 
are connected as gateways to the Internet. This paper proposes the optimal 
handoff decision mechanisms, not only avoiding the ‘ping-pong effect’ and fre-
quent handoffs, but also reducing handoff latency under multi-hop network 
mobility. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method is well 
adapted for supporting network mobility over traditional handoff decision algo-
rithms. 

1.  Introduction 

Compared to approach like Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [1] where each host has the mobil-
ity support, NEtwork MObility (NEMO) [2, 3, 4] is concerned with managing the 
mobility of an entire network, with a varying point of attachment to the Internet. This 
type of network topology is referred to as a mobile network (NEMO) and includes 
one or more Mobile Routers (MRs) which are connected as gateways to the Internet. 
The typical examples of a mobile network are PANs (Personal Area Networks), net-
works of sensors deployed in vehicles, and access networks deployed in public trans-
portation to provide Internet access to devices carried by their passengers. The Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF) NEMO W/G [5] is developing a solution based 
on MIPv6 with minimal extensions for this mobile network. 
In this paper we consider the situation where several mobile networks are deployed in 
close vicinity and MRs also tend to change their direction of movement very rapidly 
(e.g. vehicles). In [5], when a MR leaves a network and enters another network, it 
should perform the handoff operations like MIPv6. Generally a handoff can be de-
cided by the movement detection algorithms [6, 7, 8], such as Lazy Cell Switching 
(LCS) and Eager Cell Switching (ECS). The first algorithm, LCS, is based upon the 
lifetime of the advertisement sent by the router. If a Mobile Node (MN) fails to re-
ceive another advertisement from its current network within the specified lifetime, 
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MN should assume it has moved out of range from that network. On the other hand, a 
handoff in ECS is initiated as soon as a new network is discovered. That is, when a 
MN detects an advertisement with a different network identifier than the current net-
work, MN assumes that a handoff has happened. These approaches may seem simple 
and effective to decide a handoff. However, these approaches are unsuitable in 
NEMO environments where a MR is moving rapidly with a random direction and 
many MRs are deployed in close vicinity. The first approach can result in a problem 
called the “ping-pong effect”, and the second method may result in considerable 
handoff latency. Thus, a new handoff decision algorithm is necessary to support op-
timal handoff operation in multi-NEMO environments. 
Furthermore, if a MR which has a wireless transceiver is located more than one hop 
away from the Access Router (AR), i.e., outside of the propagation scope of AR, MR 
cannot access directly to the AR and should use its neighbor MRs to access the Inter-
net. But, when MR is located within range of two or more neighbors (ARs or MRs) 
and is receiving advertisements from all of them, MR cannot distinguish which router 
is its parent, i.e., the upstream router that destined to the Internet [9]. That is to say, 
when a new advertisement is received from neighbors, MR cannot decide whether 
sender is a fixed AR that directly connected to the Internet or a MR which attached to 
the AR or an isolated MR. So when a moving MR receives the RA from an isolated 
MR earlier than the other MR which connected to the Internet, a moving MR may 
think it is under a fixed network and forward its outgoing packets to that MR. In this 
situation if a moving MR wants to send the packets to the outside of mobile network, 
the packets cannot be routed correctly. Accordingly, in order to provide uninterrupted 
services and continuous communication in such NEMO environments, we must con-
sider mechanisms for efficient handoff support. 
To solve these problems described in above, this paper proposes the mechanisms for 
optimal handoff decision under multi-hop NEMO environments, not only supporting 
Internet connectivity and reducing the routing overhead, but also avoiding the ‘ping-
pong effect’ and frequent handoffs. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In next section, we describe an 
extended MIPv6’s RA message to discover its default router which has the Internet 
connectivity and then proposes an optimal NEMO handoff procedure. We also pro-
pose a new handoff decision algorithm for NEMO. Section 3 evaluates the proposed 
NEMO handoff decision algorithms. Finally, section 4 concludes this paper. 

2. Optimized Handoff Decision Mechanisms 

2.1 Extended Router Advertisement (RA) Message 

This section describes an extended MIPv6’s RA message to discover its default router 
which has the Internet connectivity and support network mobility under multi-hop 
NEMO environments. Extending the Prefix Information option of the RA message is 
suggested as follows:   



First, an extra flag ‘H’ taken from the ‘reserved 1’ field is used to distinguish the type 
of sending router when a MR receives advertisements from neighbors. If this flag is 
unset, it means that a sender is not a fixed AR but a MR operating away from home. 
If a normal RA message, as defined in [10], is received, the sender is a fixed AR 
connected to the Internet. Accordingly, a moving MR should advertise an extended 
RA with the ‘H’ flag periodically to neighbors until it returns back to its home net-
work. 
Second, a new ‘D’ flag is used to decide whether a sending MR has information re-
garding connectivity to the Internet. If an advertisement from the new neighbor is 
received and the ‘D’ flag containing in this message is unset, it indicates that the 
sending MR does not currently have information about its default router, i.e., the 
sender is an isolated MR. If this flag is set, it means that sending router has informa-
tion about the Internet connectivity and the ‘Network Prefix’ field is included a dele-
gate Care-of-Address (DCoA) to access the Internet. In here we use the AR’s address 
as the DCoA for all MNNs within the NEMOs. In this case the network prefix of the 
received RA message is computed by the leftmost “Prefix Length” bits of sender’s 
address.  
Finally, the ‘Network Level (NLevel)’ field taken from the ‘reserved 2’ field is de-
fined as the number of hop between a MR and AR, which is used to establish parent-
child relationships between MRs. This field is initialized to one by AR’s child-MR, 
i.e. MR that attached to an AR directly, and its value is increased using the distance 
from AR. 

2.2 Optimal NEMO Handoff Procedure 

In this section, the procedure to decide an optimal handoff under multi-hop NEMO 
environments is described. As illustrated in Fig. 1, an optimal handoff decision can be 
partitioned into four phases as follows:  

Phase I : Check the reachability of the default router 
In this phase, MR checks the reachability of the current default router and counts the 
number of RA missed of default router. MR relies on RA message to know whether it 
is still attached to its default router. For reachability confirmation, MRs keep a 
counter that counts the number of RAs missed for its default router. 
MRs can assume they have missed at least one advertisement if the RA interval 
passes without receiving an advertisement from its default router, so MRs increase 
RA miss counter. If the consecutive missing RAs reach three times, the MR decides 
that it loses reachability with its default router. In this case a MR must attempt regis-
tration with a known neighbor or solicit for the discovery of other neighbors. The 
number of RAs missed (represented as ‘N’) is used to calculate the Internet Connec-
tivity Strength (ICS) of its default router in Phase III. 

Phase II : Neighbor router’s type decision 
As explained earlier, a moving MR advertises an extended RA periodically to 
neighbors until it returns back to its home network. If MR receives a normal RA 



message, as defined in [10], the sender is a fixed AR connected to the Internet. On the 
other hand, if an extended RA is received and “D” flag contained in this message is 
set, the sender which sent this message is a MR which had already attached to the 
Internet. If the ‘D’ flag contained in an extended RA is unset, the sender is an isolated 
MR. 
Once the decision of sender’s type is completed, the process of ICS calculation for 
handoff decision is initiated as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Decision tree for optimized NEMO handoff



Phase III : Handoff decision and execution 
In this phase, MR calculates the ICS of its default and neighbor router, respectively, 
and then determines whether it performs handoff decision process based on the values 
of ICS calculated in previous phase. If the ICS of the neighbor is greater than that of 
its default router, a handoff will be performed. If handoff execution is determined, 
MR performs handoff process, such as address configuration and register new CoA. 
Otherwise, MR will proceed with the phase of relation decision between MRs. The 
handoff decision algorithm for NEMO is discussed in detail in the section 2.3.      

Phase IV : Relation decision between MRs 
This phase describes the process of relation establishment between MRs. In our pro-
posal, each MR can know both the DCoA, i.e., AR’s address to access the Internet, 
and its network level thanks to information included in an extended RA message. 
Accordingly, every time the MR receives the RAs sent by new MRs in its coverage 
area, it performs the operation of relation establishment between MRs as following: 

1) If DCoAneighbor = DCoAdefault and NLevelneighbor = NLeveldefault + 1, a sending MR 
becomes its child MR. In this case a MR stores information about child mobile 
network in its routing table. 

2) If DCoAneighbor = DCoAdefault and NLevelneighbor > NLeveldefault + 1, a sending MR 
becomes its descendant MR. In this case a MR ignores this RA message because 
a parent MR has shortest hop distance to a AR than that of the descendant MR. 

3) If DCoAneighbor = DCoAdefault and NLevelneighbor = NLeveldefault, a sending MR be-
comes its sibling MR. In this case a MR stores information about sibling mobile 
network in routing table as an alternate upstream MR that destined to the AR. 

4) If DCoAneighbor ≠ DCoAdefault, this RA message has been transmitted from a MR 
that has information about AR in different NEMO domain. In this case MR is 
multihomed. In the NEMO terminology [2], the NEMO is considered multi-
homed when either the NEMO is simultaneously connected to the Internet via 
more than one MR, or when a MR has more than one egress interface. In here 
we make the assumption that the NEMO has only one AR to access the Internet 
and is not multihomed. 

Through this relation establishment, MR places the route entries in its routing table 
based upon the information gathered in each of the RA message received. In this way, 
the MR dynamically learns routes to the neighbor MRs in the NEMO domain. 

2.3 Handoff Decision Algorithm for NEMO 

In this section, we propose a new handoff decision algorithm called NEMO Cell 
Switching (NCS) to support an optimal handoff decision in multi-hop MR environ-
ments. The NCS is based on certain handoff criteria called “Internet Connectivity 
Strength (ICS)” and is contained the advantages of the LCS and ECS (that is, avoid-
ing the ‘ping-pong’ effect and reducing the handoff delay).  
In NCS algorithm, whenever a MR receives the RA messages sent by neighbors be-
fore its default router’s lifetime expires, it compares the sending router and its current 



default router by basing on the Strength of the Internet Connectivity (ICS) to decide 
which is more suitable as its new default router. ICS is defined as 

Internet Connectivity Strength (ICS) = αβγ / H          (1)     

• α (Type of sending router) : If sending router is a fixed AR, a MR can access di-
rectly to the Internet. On the contrary, if sending router is a MR, it means that 
MR is located more than one hop away from the AR. In this case MR cannot ac-
cess directly to the AR and should use its neighbor MRs to access the Internet as 
ad-hoc mobile networking. From this viewpoint one may say that ICS of AR is 
greater than that of the MR. In our proposal, the type of sending router is deter-
mined by the form of received RA message, that is, either normal RA [10] or ex-
tended RA message.  

• β (State of Internet connectivity) : This parameter is used to determine whether 
sending router can access to the Internet. In our proposal, if a AR’s advertise-
ment is received or ‘D’ flag contained in the extended RA is set, one value is al-
ways assigned to the sender. If ‘D’ flag is unset, i.e. sending router is an isolated 
MR, zero value is assigned to the sender. 

• γ (Domain similarity) : This parameter is used to decide handoff types, such as 
intra/inter domain handoff. In here ‘Domain’ is defined as set of all MR via the 
same AR to access the Internet, i.e. tree topology. After receiving RA messages, 
MR always checks the ‘D’ flag and ‘Network Prefix’ field contained in this mes-
sage. If the ‘D’ flag is set and sender’s DCoA matches its default router’s one, 
the MR learns that it is still moving within the same tree domain, and needs to 
handle local mobility. Otherwise, the MR learns that it has entered a new tree 
domain, and would handle inter-domain handoff. Compared to inter-domain 
handoff, intra-domain handoff can reduce both handoff latency and signaling 
load by eliminating registration between MR and remote HA. Thus, Internet 
connectivity in intra-domain handoff is greater than that of inter-domain handoff.  

In proportion as the parameter α, β and γ mentioned in the above rise the ICS in-
creases. On the other hand, the ‘H’ parameter indicates the hop distance between 
sending router (or default router) and AR. Due to mobility of MRs, the topology of 
connection from sending router (or its default router) to AR may be quite dynamic. If 
the hop distance toward AR is long, that ICS can not be stable. Hence, a parameter 
‘H’ is defined in inverse proportion to rises of ICS.  
During handoff, packets addressed to MR may be lost. Packet loss will be significant, 
especially when the handoff process occurs frequently. This problem will degrade the 
communication performance. To avoid unnecessary handoff, such as ‘ping-pong’ 
problem, priority is given to a default router as described in Equation (2). 

ICSdefault= ((RA’s Lifetime) * αβγ ) / H  = (3 – N) * αβγ  / H          (2) 

where the RA’s lifetime is set at three times of the interval and ‘N’ is the number of 
RAs missed. 
Generally MR can fail to receive a RA message from its current default router. In our 
proposal MR keeps a counter that counts the number of RAs missed for its default 
router. The count is incremented on the expiry of RA interval. If the missing RA 
count reaches doubles, ICS of the current default router is the same as Equation (1). 



In the case of three consecutive missing RAs, MR concludes that its current default 
router as unreachable because the ICSdefault = zero. This is same as LCS algorithm. 
An Equation (1) also can define as shown in the below according to the type of send-
ing router. 

ICSsender = αγ,  if sending router is a fixed AR   or 

ICSsender = βγ / H,   if sending router is a MR    or  

ICSsender = zero ,  if sending router is an isolated MR   

As described in the above, after receiving a new RA message, MR calculates the ICS 
of its default router and sending router, respectively. If the ICS of the sending router 
is greater than that of its default router as Equation (3), a handoff will be performed.  

ICSdefault < ICSsender ; handoff execution          (3) 

3. Performance Evaluation 

To show how well NCS algorithm performs, we compare the performance of the 
three handoff decision algorithms, i.e. ECS, LCS and NCS. The simulation was based 
on the Network Simulator (NS-2) [11] and Mobiwan [12] developed by the Motorola. 
The scenario we have studied includes 32 mobile networks that are placed randomly 
over a rectangular (800m x 800m) flat space for 1,000 seconds of simulated time, and 
are connected to the ARs with a hierarchical tree structure, i.e., tree-based NEMO 
scheme. To simulate real traffic, we set up the CN as a traffic source of a Constant Bit 
Rate (CBR) source over a User Datagram Protocol (UDP), producing fixed length 
packets of 1000 bytes each every 1 second. A moving MR1 acts as a sink receiving 
packets from CN. 

Table 1. Parameters for NCS Algorithm 

Parameter Description Values used in simulation 
N Number of RAs missed 0 ~ 3   
H Hop count from its default router (or a 

sending router) to AR 
1 ~ 

α Type of sender (or its default) router 2 (AR) 
1 (MR) 

β State of Internet connectivity  1 (AR or ‘D’ flag is set) 
0 (an isolated MR) 

γ Domain  similarity 2 (same domain) 
1 (different domain) 

 
Since the handoff decision algorithm concerns the communication between the AR 
(or MR) and MRs, we have only focused on the wireless part of the scenario. In order 
to simulate handoff decision efficiently, mobility speed of a moving MR1’s neighbors 
(MR2 ~ MR32) set to zero, i.e., have kept fixed with 0 m/s during all simulations, and 



propagation delay is ignored. The RAs period for these MRs is 1 second, but the RAs 
from these MRs are not synchronized.  
When comparing the performance of the handoff decision algorithms, we use two 
metrics, i.e. handoff frequency and handoff frequency, in terms of the mobility speed, 
the number of MRs and RA intervals, respectively. In this simulation, the main pa-
rameters used for NCS are shown in Table 1.   
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Fig. 2 Mobility Speed and Handoff Performance 

Mobility Speed and Handoff Performance  

Fig. 2 shows simulation results for handoff performance when the mobility speed of a 
moving MR is varied. In Fig.2 (a), ECS has higher handoff frequency than other two 
algorithms. It is believed that a handoff initiates immediately upon learning a new 
network prefix. Unlike ECS, LCS and NCS perform well though the frequency in-
creases slightly as the mobility speed increases. This is because MR does not initiate a 
handoff until the current point of attachment is confirmed to be unreachable (LCS) or 
until the ICS of a new neighbor is greater than that of its current router (NCS).  
The handoff latency of three algorithms shows in Fig. 2 (b). In Fig. 2(b), the handoff 
latencies associated with LCS and NCS are high than that of ECS. This is because it 
takes some time to determine whether to perform a handoff (NCS) or to wait until its 
current router is confirmed to be unreachable (LCS). However, compared to the LCS, 
the NCS offers lower handoff latency. It is because MR in NCS initiates a handoff 
whenever the Internet connectivity of a new neighbor is greater than that of its current 



router. From the results, the handoff latency of ECS is decreased slightly for the 
speed of the MR. This is because that the possibility of receiving a new RA increases 
as the mobility speed increases, and a handoff in ECS initiates immediately upon 
receiving a new RA. 
In Fig. 2(b), ECS may offer better handoff latency performance than both LCS and 
NCS, but it will result in unnecessary handoff to the other neighbor MR as shown in 
Fig. 2 (c). We see that in the case of ECS a handoff is performed repeatedly between 
MR20 and MR21. That is, the ping-pong problem happens frequently in ECS, unlike 
LCS and NCS.  

Number of MRs and Handoff Performance     

Fig. 3 is to evaluate the performance of three handoff decision algorithms as a func-
tion of the number of MRs, which is located within NEMO domain. In Fig.3 (a), Both 
LCS and NCS exhibit the lower handoff occurrence, i.e. the handoff frequency is 
slightly increased as the number of MRs increases. This is because that the decision 
whether or not to perform a handoff is decided by a reactive handoff initiation 
method. That is, a moving MR does not initiate a handoff until the current network 
becomes unavailable (LCS) or until the ICS toward a new network is greater that of 
its current network (NCS). Therefore, we can see that handoff frequency of both LCS 
and NCS does not influenced greatly by the number of MRs. On the contrary, as the 
number of MRs increase, the handoff frequency of ECS increases rapidly. This is due 
to two main reasons: 
•  ECS is to change network as soon as a new network is discovered. Thus, the 

possibility of handoff occurrence is high in NEMO domain where many MRs 
are deployed. 

•  If many MRs are deployed in close vicinity, a moving MR can be located in 
wireless environments with two or more overlapping RAs. This will result in 
the so called “ping-pong” effect which makes the MR switches between the 
neighbors within coverage. 
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Fig. 3 Handoff frequency vs. Number of MRs 
 

Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the handoff latency. On the whole, as the number of MRs in-
crease, the latency decreases. This is because that it takes long time to find a new 
default router at the small number of MRs after/before the current router’s lifetime is 



expired. When the number of MR goes over 16, the latency begins to vary constantly. 
As expected, since LCS is never initiated before the current network is declared un-
reachable, handoff latency of LCS is high than that of both ECS and NCS. Compared 
ECS, NCS handoff latency is high slightly since NCS evaluates a set of handoff crite-
ria and determines which MR provides the best performance from a moving MR 
point of view. 

RA interval and Handoff Performance    

As NEMO uses the reception of RAs to discover new networks, the interval between 
sending RAs can affect the time it takes to discover new networks. Generally, fre-
quent RA is helpful for movement detection and it causes shorter handoff latency [13, 
14]. However, processing frequent RA is significant overhead for MRs in the view of 
networks.  
Fig. 4 shows the handoff performance of a moving MR when the interval of the MR’s 
RA is varied. As expected, when the interval between RAs is 0.5 seconds in Fig. 4 (a), 
ECS exhibits the higher handoff occurrence. This is because that fast RA interval can 
directly affect the behavior of ECS and a moving MR performs unnecessary handoff, 
i.e. ping-pong, continuously at overlapped zone between the neighbors. When the 
interval of RAs goes over a certain value, the handoff frequency begins to decrease 
rapidly. In both LCS and NCS, handoff occurs constantly between 0.5 seconds and 2 
seconds. This is because that both LCS and NCS handoff initiation methods are not 
influenced by the interval between receiving unsolicited RAs and by the reachabilty 
current network. 
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Fig. 4 RA intervals vs. Handoff performance 

Fig. 4 (b) shows the average of handoff latency when the interval of RA is varied. 
The simulation results say that all the handoff decision methods are increased rapidly 
as the interval of RAs increases. This is because that the time of handoff detection 
which triggers a handoff to a new network increases according to the interval increas-
ing. Compared to the ECS, LCS and NCS offer lower handoff latency. 



4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the mechanisms for optimal handoff decision under multi-hop NEMO 
environments, not only supporting Internet connectivity and reducing the routing 
overhead, but also avoiding the ‘ping-pong effect’ and frequent handoffs, are pro-
posed.  
First, extending the MIPv6’s RA message is suggested to discover its default MR 
which has the Internet connectivity, and we then described the optimized handoff 
decision procedure to decide an optimal handoff under multi-hop NEMO environ-
ments. This procedure is partitioned into four phases: 1) Check the reachability, 2) 
Neighbor router’s type decision, 3) Handoff decision and execution, and 4) Relation 
decision between MRs. Next, a new handoff decision algorithm called NEMO Cell 
Switching (NCS) is proposed to support an optimal handoff decision in multi-hop 
MR environments. The NCS is based on certain handoff criteria called “Internet Con-
nectivity Strength (ICS)”.  
To evaluate the performance of the handoff decision mechanisms proposed, we have 
performed a series of simulations. The simulation was based on the Network Simula-
tor (NS-2) and MobiWAN developed by Motorola. The simulations have been exe-
cuted under various simulation environments taking into account mobility speed, the 
number of mobile networks, RA intervals. The simulation results show that the pro-
posed approach, i.e., NCS algorithms, outperforms the existing approaches in most 
cases. Thus, we believe that the work presented is an important step towards support-
ing optimal handoff. 
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